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Joint Compound

 It’s used to finish the seams between pieces of drywall and to fill in 

drywall nail holes.

 Asbestos was intentionally added, often in relatively low 

concentrations by weight.

 When dry and sanded it generates a lot of dust.



Is it greater than 1%?

 The original EPA 93 PLM result is >1%. This is followed up by analysis by 

point count and/or TEM.

 The end user can have the dilemma of having a less than 1% PLM 

point count result, which is in compliance with NESHAP, and a 

greater than 1% TEM result. TEM is considered a ‘best practice’ in this 

case, however, its use is not required for NESHAP compliance.

 Even though the TEM result is greater than 1%, the PLM point count 

result can be used. This results in the material being considered non 

ACM



Purpose / method of the Study

 To determine the frequency of result changes by the various 

methods.

 Used 9 samples submitted from different customers all from different 

locations. All the samples originally were reported as 2% by visual 

estimate.

 Analyze the samples by 400 point count.

 Analyze the samples by TEM after gravimetric preparation.



Analytical Methods

 Drywall joint compound analyzed by the EPA 93 method often 

results in concentrations near 1%. 1 to 3% is common.

 When the same sample is analyzed be the 400 point count method 

the concentration often becomes <1%.

 Additional analysis TEM, on the same sample, usually yields a 

concentration much greater than 1%.



Methods: EPA 93 Visual Estimate

 At least 3 preps per sample.

 Analysts calibrate themselves using 

standards with known 

concentrations of asbestos by 

weight.

 Asbestos estimates tend to be high 

but that comes down with more 

experience.

 Analysis is conducted at 100 to 400x 
magnification.



EPA 400 Point Count

 Prepare 8 coverslips per sample.

 Count 50 non-empty spaces on 

each coverslip.

 Record what is in the crosshairs

 Analysis conducted at 100 to 400x 

Magnification



Bulk TEM Analysis, ELAP 198.4

 Gravimetric reduction prep.

 Samples are ashed and acid treated 

then placed on TEM grids.

 Each step is weighed.

 Analysts visually estimate the amount of 

asbestos on the grids.

 They final percentage is calculated 

based on the amount of sample loss 
during gravimetric reduction.



Point Count Results

Sample
EPA 93 PLM 

% Point Count 1 % Point Count 2 % Point Count 3 %

1 2 0.75 1 1.5

2 2 0.75 0.75 0.5

3 2 3 4 2.75

4 2 <0.25 <0.25 0.25

5 2 1.25 0.75 0.5

6 2 0.25 0.25 1

7 2 0.5 0.75 0.75

8 2 0.75 0.5 1.25

9 2 0.5 0.25 0.5



TEM Results

Sample EPA PLM % TEM 1 % TEM 2 %

1 2% 13.8% 12.8%

2 2% 9.3% 7.7%

3 2% 25.2% 24.0%

4 2% 3.1% 4.9%

5 2% 20.6% 21.6%

6 2% 9.9% 8.2%

7 2% 17.3% 18.3%

8 2% 20.2% 19.8%

9 2% 15.0% 14.0%



Results Comparison

Sample
EPA PLM 

%
Point Count 

1 %
Point Count 

2 %
Point Count 

3 % TEM 1 % TEM 2 %

1 2 0.75 1 1.5 13.8 12.8

2 2 0.75 0.75 0.5 9.3 7.7

3 2 3 4 2.75 25.2 24.0

4 2 <0.25 <0.25 0.25 3.1 4.9

5 2 1.25 0.75 0.5 20.6 21.6

6 2 0.25 0.25 1 9.9 8.2

7 2 0.5 0.75 0.75 17.3 18.3

8 2 0.75 0.5 1.25 20.2 19.8

9 2 0.5 0.25 0.5 15.0 14.0



Results Comparison

 8 of 9 asbestos concentrations on samples point counted went 

down relative to the original visual estimate.

 19 of the 24 point count reads on the samples that went down were 

now less than 1%.

 All of the TEM asbestos concentrations went up relative to the 

original visual estimate.



Analysis of Differences

 The joint compound matrix material 

readily disperses when prepared while 

the chrysotile bundles don’t. This results 

in uneven / unrealistic prep that favors 

the matrix.

 Some of asbestos is obscured by the 

matrix. The analyst is unable to 

measure optical properties or clearly 

see the chrysotile.



Analysis of Differences

 Much of the chrysotile is below the 

resolution of the optical 

microscope. The analyst can see it.



Analysis of Differences

 TEM quick drop preparations can 

concentrate the chrysotile 

resulting in higher final 

percentages.



PLM EPA 93/Point Count after 

Gravimetry

 It’s not uncommon to digest 50-90% of 

the sample.

 This often doesn’t leave enough residue 

to make the appropriate number of 

slides for point count and have some 

material for the TEM prep.

 EPA 93 visual estimate on the residue is 

an analytical option provided there is 

enough material for follow up TEM 
analysis if necessary.



EPA 93 on Residue results

Sample EPA 93 PLM % PLM on Residue

1 2% 1.6%

2 2% 0.5%

3 2% 2.2%

4 2% 1.2%

5 2% 2.2%

6 2% 0.9%

7 2% 1.7%

8 2% 1.8%

9 2% 1.6%



Conclusions

 Point Count often yields a trace result for samples that are above 

1%.

 If you have a visual estimate result above 1% it’s likely a good result.

 Point Count is not a good option for many joint compound samples.

 Gravimetry followed by PLM / TEM is the best method for additional 

analysis.

 NESHAP should not allow point count results for joint compounds.

 Gravimetry follow by PLM / TEM should be mandated on trace joint 
compounds.


